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Daytrip “ AGIA GALINI “  

Discover the beauty of the island of Crete, the mountains and 
the great views. Agia Galini (1.30h) + extension to MATALA 
(+30min), the bay known for the gypsies in the 60’ies.

Mountain village SPILI 

SPILI (meaning cave) is a hub for people traveling from the 
north to the south. The main square called “Kefalovrysi” with 25 
Venetian lion head fountains is the main attraction. The water is 
rich in Irion with a constant temp of 13°C. There are many 
shops with local herbs and health products.  

AGIA GALINI 

Driving though the empty landscape down to the South, on the 
valley of Mount Psiloritis you will have the most amazing views. 
This road is in excellent condition and after a nice descent you 
reach the pittoresk village of Agia Galini. The village is build 
agains the hill in a amphitheatrical shape around the little 
fishing harbor. It is nice to relax in one of the lounge bars and 
restaurants and walk around in the little streets and tourist 
shops. Little boats in the harbor will take tourist to private 
beaches. An boat excursion to detect dolphins is certainly an 
option.  

MATALA bay   

Driving further South East there are many different little bays 
and beaches. 30min further is MATALA, the most famous bay of 
all Crete, in the 60-ies this bay became famous because of the 
gypsies living a open life with lost of drugs, sex and rock and 
roll. They were living in the open ancient graves agains the bay. 
Now the bay is very touristic and could be to crowded.
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Contact : rudi.saelens@me.com 
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